Food & drink

PICK A
WINNER

To make the most of Nature’s bounty,
go foraging with an expert. Rufus Purdy
takes a wild-food course in Cornwall
and learns that limpets are an acquired
taste, and some plants are killers
UK
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impets are not easily parted from
their homes. Catching them, I’m
finding, is all down to the element
of surprise. You have to get your
knife in between rock and shell, and prise
them loose before they realise what
you’re doing. Miss this opportunity and
they cling to the granite as though stuck
with Araldite. Over the past hour, I’ve
found I’m not a natural mollusc-hunter.
The sum total of limpets lying in the
basket beside my feet is three – and each
of these has a shell so scratched and
chipped it looks as though it’s been
bludgeoned with a sledgehammer.
I’m halfway through the first day of a
Wild Food Weekend, a two-day
introduction to foraging in west Cornwall
run by local sustainable-food company Fat
Hen. Our small group, led by ecologist
Caroline Davey, is down on the wet,
plaster-coloured sand of a beach between
Perranuthnoe and Sennen Cove, trying to
collect enough limpets for tonight’s
dinner. But they’re not budging.
I refuse, though, to be beaten by
something with a brain smaller than a
grain of sand, and hone in on a large
limpet with a seemingly loose grip. As
I attempt to jab beneath its shell, the
blade skids across the wet, black rock and
straight into the fleshy part of my hand.
Caroline looks at me sympathetically. ‘I
think you’ve collected enough,’ she says.
The limpet harvest is the culmination
of a morning spent on this wild stretch of
shoreline. Our slow shuffle along the
pitted South West Coast Path – where
we’re slapped continually around the
face by salt-heavy breezes that curl up
from coves below – has been punctuated
by regular stops to pick vegetables or !

Clockwise: foraging
with ecologist
Caroline Davey; on
the beach; fresh
limpets; the South
West Coast Path;
group study;
Boscawen-un stone
circle; in the woods;
Centre, autumn salad
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as we arrive, we’re handed hot slices
of black pudding wrapped in boiled
laver ribbons. After a morning of
walking and beach-scouring in the
briny air, I find these thick chunks
of peppery sausage folded in tender,
salty seaweed to be one of the most
delicious things I’ve ever eaten. I
manage three before climbing into

I wander through the wood, picking leaves from trees
and bushes, and biting into them to see how they taste

leathery ribbons of laver seaweed
from the rocks and rinse away fine
dustings of sand. ‘Does this actually
belong to anyone?’ I ask, holding
up a dripping streamer.
Caroline thinks for a second.
‘Well, this beach is owned by the
Duchy of Cornwall,’ she says. ‘So I
suppose, strictly, the seaweed is the
property of Prince Charles.’
Everyone takes a deep breath and
resumes stripping the rocks.
Baskets full, we walk the length
of the beach. The sea, silvered by
what little midday sunlight has
broken through the clouds, ripples
like Artex towards the horizon. The
churn of waves and pebbles
soundtracks our stroll to where
Caroline’s husband Frank, a local
GP and co-owner of Fat Hen, waits
for us on a crumbling promenade.
With him is chef Matt Williamson
who, today, is responsible for
turning whatever we’ve foraged
into edible dishes. They have
brought along a portable stove and,
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the Land Rover that takes us back
to Caroline and Frank’s farmhouse.
Life at Boscawen-noon Farm
seems to be one long Boden photo
shoot. Ruddy-cheeked children
with tousled blonde hair dart
about, dodging ducks and docile
retrievers. The kitchen is the focal
point. Here, Matt prepares soda
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I
Left, fresh rock
samphire. Above:
the beach at
Porthcurno;
Caroline expertly
gathers provisions

n the afternoon, we gather
weeds and worts, hips and haws
from the fields and verges
around the farm, while
Caroline details the gourmet
potential of each. We amble along
narrow, grassy tracks that wind
between hedgerows from which
coppery ferns poke through
hawthorn and blackberry. The sky,
though, is darkening like a bruise,
so Caroline and Frank lead us to
Boscawen-un stone circle, a ring
of Bronze Age pillars on the outer
reaches of the farm, and we try
to shelter beneath its sloping
central stone, as pounding rain
flattens the thick, shin-deep grass.
As we wait, Caroline feeds us slabs
of fruit leather, a baked, tablet!
like sweet she made from
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leaves we’d normally only eat
for a dare. Down on the beach, we
unpack rock samphire and sea
beets, sea carrots and sandwort
from the wicker baskets we’re
carrying, and wash them in glassy
rock pools that mirror the heavy,
lead-grey sky. Then, following
Caroline’s instructions, we pull
!

bread and homemade halloumi
cheese, along with a wild greens
salsa verde and a frittata of nettle,
sorrel and wild chervil – taking the
time to describe the flavour of each
plant to us. The words ‘bitter’ and
‘astringent’ are used quite a lot.
The children – belonging to
various Fat Hen-aligned adults –
have been buzzing around the
kitchen, but when Matt slams down
a rabbit on the oak table they move
in closer. The rabbit is dead – just –
but it’s as furry as a teddy bear. And
when Matt produces a sharp knife
and starts to tell us how to butcher
it properly, the kids’ eyes grow
wider. One little girl looks up at me.
‘Daddy’s taking his coat off,’ she
tells me sweetly, as Matt rips the
skin from the bloodied corpse and
hacks at its feet with a cleaver.
You wouldn’t find many of the
ingredients used in our lunch at
Waitrose. The large bowls and
plates on the long table in the
farm’s former goat barn are filled
with soups, salads and pastries
made with plants whose very names
– tree mallow, burdock, wood sorrel,
navelwort and chickweed – evoke a
semi-mystical, pastoral age. The
tastes are earthy and wonderful.
Those fat, blackish-green leaves,
picked from hedgerows and
woodland, release strong, fiery
flavours with which no greenhousegrown salad can compete. Wood
and earth, rain, dew and early
morning mist prick my taste buds.
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could have been lifted from the
18th century.
The second day of the Wild
Food Weekend takes us into
the woodland at West Penwith,
where we search for King Alfred’s
Cake mushrooms among ivywreathed ashes and elders. Inspired
by Caroline, I wander through
the wood, picking leaves from
trees and bushes, and biting into
them to see how they taste. This
new-found confidence, though, is a
little misplaced.
As we emerge into a field, we
stop beside a ditch and Caroline
bends down to pluck out a couple
of barbed leaves. She holds them

her next ingredient. ‘Oh look,’ she
says, ‘there’s some nipplewort.’
It’s worth remembering that
the Wild Food Weekend is just an
introduction to the art of foraging.
Anyone who intends to live purely
from the land needs a far greater
understanding of their local flora
than could possibly be taught on a
two-day course.
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Cow-parsley is excellent in a risotto. Eat what looks
like an identical leaf, says Caroline, and it will kill you
hair and clothes soon coats the
windows. We sit beside the fire
with cocktails made from Japanese
knotweed, and watch Matt shell
and slice the limpets we collected
earlier. He fries them with plenty
of chilli and oil, and tosses them
with linguine; and we all sit down
at the table to sample the result.
It’s not inedible, but the limpets
are hard, gritty and as rubbery as
tyre shards. Matt suggests it is an
acquired taste. I think it’s one
I’ll only acquire if forced to eke
out a shoreside living in a postapocalyptic world that still has the
means to produce pasta.
Thankfully, there are many
other dishes on the dinner table.
The rabbit that Matt butchered
earlier has been chopped up
and turned into a deliciously
sticky, Chinese-style stew in which
the bold flavours of wild greens
hold their own against the zing
of ginger and Oriental spices.
This is accompanied by crispy
laver seaweed cooked with flakes
of chilli, and slabs of spongy
polenta with wild mushrooms.
The meal is very much an endof-the-day affair, and bottles of
wine are emptied as quickly as
serving bowls. As we finish our
elderflower ice cream and
carrageen seaweed panna cotta, a
local folk band arrives at the barn
with fiddles, whistles and pipes.
Were it not for the Hunter wellies
lined up by the door, the scene

aloft. ‘This is cow-parsley, or
wild chervil,’ she says. ‘It’s got a
wonderful aniseedy flavour, and
it’s excellent with fennel flowers in
a risotto.’ The group murmurs
approvingly, and Caroline reaches
down into the ditch again. ‘Beware,
though,’ she continues, holding up
what looks, to me, like an identical
leaf. ‘Cow-parsley often grows next
to hemlock water dropwort –
commonly known as fool’s parsley.
Eat this, and it’ll kill you.’
This time there’s silence,
followed by a rustle of cagoules
as we all shuffle uncomfortably.
Caroline seems unfazed and is
already moving on, searching for
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dentifying the individual
plants isn’t a problem for
Caroline, who has a background
in botany, but, to be honest,
many of them look the same to me.
This would be OK if the only issue
was that one leaf worked better in a
flan than another. Unfortunately,
the threat of agonising pain or even
death hangs over the amateur
forager like the sword of Damocles.
But that’s why, as an experience,
the course works so well. Not only
are Caroline and Frank on hand to
stop you swallowing anything that
might involve calling an ambulance,
but a professional chef is also
waiting back at the farm to turn the
mud-caked and sea-dripping produce
you bring home into something you
look forward to eating. The Wild
Food Weekend can be seen as a
resurrection of long-forgotten skills
and a vital link with the land in
this post-industrial age, but – on a
more basic level – it’s simply about
discovering new flavours and
indulging in delicious food. If you
forget about the limpets, that is.

TASTING NOTES
Fat Hen (01736 810156; www.
fathen.org) runs several Wild
Food Weekends, £185 per

person, each year. In 2011, they
are held on 10–11 September
and 1–2 October. Those who
don’t want to take the foraging
course can turn up just for
the centrepiece dinner on
Saturday, £40 per person. Fat
Hen also runs two-hour Wild
Food Walks, £15 per person,
and walks that culminate in a
three-course, wild-food meal
at The Gurnard’s Head
near Zennor, £40 per person.

WHERE TO STAY

Although Fat Hen provides
camping space for tents and
camper vans, there are plenty of

guesthouses nearby where you
can tuck into bacon and eggs
at breakfast. The following
are all within a few miles of
Boscawen-noon Farm (prices
include breakfast): Downs Barn
Farm (01736 810295; www.
downsbarnfarm.co.uk); doubles
from £85; Rose Farm (01736
731866; www.rosefarmcornwall.

co.uk); doubles from £70;

Tredinney Farm (01736 810352;
www.tredinneyfarm.co.uk);
doubles from £65; The
Gurnard’s Head (01736 796928;
www.gurnardshead.co.uk) offers
more upmarket accommodation;
doubles from £95.

GETTING TO CORNWALL
First Great Western (www.

firstgreatwestern.co.uk) runs a
service from London Paddington
to St Ives and Penzance, including
the Night Riviera sleeper train.
Air Southwest (www.airsouth
west.com) and FlyBe (www.
flybe.com) fly to Newquay from
several UK airports.
Journey time 5.5 hours
by train from London
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autumn berries, while Frank
reveals it’s not just foragers who are
drawn to this circle.
‘We’ve found Bible verses
rolled up into cylinders and buried
upside down beside the stones,’ he
tells us. ‘And, one evening when
I was doing some work outside the
farmhouse, a big group of men in
black cloaks and hoods passed by
the end of the lane on their way up
here.’ ‘What did you do?’ someone
asks. Frank shrugs. ‘I left them to
it. I don’t want to get involved in
all that occult stuff.’
We dry off in the barn, where
Matt has fired up a wood-burning
stove, and the steam from our
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